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Essential Safety

Our suite of services goes beyond insurance coverage, encompassing accident assistance, claims 
management, DOT inspections oversight, DATAQS integration, and specialized drivers training. With our 
dedicated approach, we ensure your company's safety, compliance, and overall operational efficiency.

Monthly

per active driver

$79

Essential Safety | Insurance

- Adding (or removing) new drivers and new trucks to the Company Policy (general liability, physical, cargo, 
occupational)

- Company representation in case of necessity

-  | Prepare all necessary documents for renewal of the company policyAnnual renewal of policy

-  | Negotiating with different agents new quote for the companyAnnual renewal of policy

Essential Safety | Accidents

- If the driver is involved in an accident , he can contact us immediately through the phone or telegram to the 
number: +1 (321) 430-1708

- Compliance section is responsible to collect all documents and evidence that are related to the accident to 
represent the company and to search and check the police report.

- Safety managers are responsible to maintain that all carriers involved in an FMCSA-reportable crash in the past 3 
years must retain an Accident Register. A reportable crash is one in which a vehicle was towed from the scene, or an 
injury or fatality occurred.

Applicable Regulation: 49CFR 390.15

Essential Safety | Claims

- Opening the claim

- Communicating and sharing with the insurance

- Updating all information

- Preparing a claim agreement

- Send the agreement to all parts that were involved in the accidents

Essential Safety | DOT Inspections

- Each inspection is checked for violation

- If there is a violation related to truck or trailer maintenance, the safety department informs the driver that violation 
must be corrected within 15 days and receipt kept as a proof for DOT

- Inspections are checked through the Safer Portal every Friday. And if there’s something missing - it is requested 
from the driver

Essential Safety | DATAQS

- Work with all inspections that have violations

- Uploading them to DataQS

- Uploading all evidence that is related to the violation in DataQS

- Work with all accidents and upload the evidence to DataQS

Essential Safety | Drivers Trainings

- Online training for new drivers

- Online training for drivers who need to improve their knowledge

- The training takes place online and will be registred and added in the driver DQ file

Mary Smith
Affiliate Program Manager

marina.c@dispatch42.com

321-233-9228

Contact us today for a free consultation
Contact us at 321-233-9228 to discuss how we can assist your company. Our 
flexible plans and competitive pricing mean you get the best value for your money.

Thank you for your business!
We appreciate the opportunity to provide safety services to your trucking company. 
Your success is our success, and we look forward to helping you grow in the 
competitive world of transportation.

Your Trusted Partner in Trucking
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